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Abstract
We propose a novel method that combines a convolutional neural network (CNN) with a
long short-term memory (LSTM) mechanism for accurate prediction of intracranial hemorrhage on computed tomography (CT) scans. The CNN plays the role of a slice-wise feature
extractor while the LSTM is responsible for linking the features across slices. The whole
architecture is trained end-to-end with input being an RGB-like image formed by stacking
3 different viewing windows of a single slice. We validate the method on the recent RSNA
Intracranial Hemorrhage Detection challenge and on the CQ500 dataset. For the RSNA
challenge, our best single model achieves a weighted log loss of 0.0522 on the leaderboard,
which is comparable to the top 3% performances, almost all of which make use of ensemble learning. Importantly, our method generalizes very well: the model trained on the
RSNA dataset significantly outperforms the 2D model, which does not take into account
the relationship between slices, on CQ500. Our codes and models is publicly avaiable at
https://github.com/VinBDI-MedicalImagingTeam/midl2020-cnnlstm-ich.
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1. Introduction
The detection of intracranial hemorrhage (ICH) from CT scans of the head is an important
problem in healthcare that has recently been received much interest from both the medicine
and machine learning communities (Chilamkurthy et al., 2018; Titano et al., 2018; Arbabshirani et al., 2018; Patel et al., 2019). Especially, the ICH Detection challenge (RSNA,
2019) hold by the Radiological Society of North America (RSNA) on the Kaggle framework
has attracted 1345 teams from all over the world. During the competition, RSNA has released a large dataset of over 25,000 CT scans, whose each slice is labeled with 5 specific
subtypes of ICH. A similar but much smaller dataset of 500 studies is CQ500 (Chilamkurthy
et al., 2018), which can be used as a validation set.
The main difficulty of dealing with the RSNA dataset is the 3D representation of a
CT scan, which is a stack of 2D images (or slices). This data representation poses many
challenges to transfer deep learning techniques on natural images like ImageNet (Deng
et al., 2009) to medical imaging tasks, where labeled data is scarce and hard to obtain.
A naı̈ve approach to this problem is to ignore the 3D contextual information and to treat
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every image independently (Chilamkurthy et al., 2018). Alternatively, some studies (Titano
et al., 2018; Arbabshirani et al., 2018) have utilized 3D convolutions to learn directly from
voxels; however, this approach is computationally expensive and requires training models
from scratch on large-scale datasets.
This work proposes a more efficient training strategy for the ICH classification task. Our
method attaches a long short-term memory (LSTM) architecture (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to a traditional convolutional neural network (CNN) such that the whole model
can be trained end-to-end. The input to the CNN is an RGB-like image obtained by stacking 3 instances of the same slice over 3 different windows that are popularly used in the
diagnosis of brain CT. The goal is to take advantage of ImageNet pretrained models while
still modeling the spatial dependencies between adjacent slices in 3D space. This approach
is similar to that of (Patel et al., 2019), but our work is different in the following aspects:
• Unlike their simple CNN architecture that has to be trained from scratch, we utilize more sophisticated pretrained models such as ResNet (He et al., 2016) and SEResNeXt (Hu et al., 2018), which were proven to be powerful on natural images;
• By taking RGB-like images as input, we can adopt various training configurations (He
et al., 2019) that have been efficiently used on ImageNet;
• We train and validate our model on public datasets like RSNA and CQ500, while the
model in (Patel et al., 2019) was trained and validated on a private dataset.

2. Model architecture
For each slice of the CT scan, we use brain window (l = 40, w = 80), subdural window
(l = 75, w = 215), and bony window (l = 600, w = 2800) and stack them as three RGB
channels. Then, each RGB-like image is fed into a 2D ImageNet-pretrained CNN followed
by an LSTM to predict the presence of ICH and its 5 subtypes. The CNN produces 2048
features for each input slice. The LSTM simply consists of two bi-directional LSTM layers
with 512 hidden units and one fully connected layer to output sigmoid probabilities of 6
classes at slice level. The overall architecture is sketched in Fig. 1

Figure 1: The overall CNN-LSTM architecture for the ICH classification task.
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3. Experiments
3.1. Datasets and training procedure
The RSNA dataset comprised of over 25,000 non-contrast brain CT scans, each of which
has between 20 to 60 slices of size 512×512. The labeling was manually performed on each
slice with 5 subtypes of ICH: intraparenchymal, intraventricular, subarachnoid, subdural
and epidural. For the purpose of the ICH Detection challenge on Kaggle, the RSNA dataset
was split into a public train, a public test, and a private test. We used exactly these sets
for the training, validation, and testing of our algorithm, respectively. The models trained
on RSNA were further tested on 491 studies of the CQ500 dataset; the other 9 studies are
outliers and so excluded from the dataset. Each study in this dataset has between 16 to
128 slices and was annotated similarly to the RSNA dataset.
We experimented with two ImageNet-pretrained CNNs: ResNet-50 and SE-ResNeXt50. The overall architecture was then trained solely on RSNA. To that end, we applied
the bag of tricks proposed in (He et al., 2019) with some modifications. All models were
trained for 30 epochs using the Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of 1e − 3
and cosine annealing schedule with linear warm-up. During training, we performed various
augmentations: random cropping and resizing, horizontal/vertical flip, random rotation
between 0◦ and 30◦ , optical distortion, grid distortion, Gaussian noise, and CutMix (Yun
et al., 2019) with α = 1.0. The validation set was used to checkpoint the best model weights.
3.2. Results
The performances of our two single models on RSNA, shown in Table 1, are measured by
the weighted log loss. Specifically, the overall loss is computed by averaging the 6 binary
cross-entropy losses on the 5 ICH subtypes and the additional class of any ICH with the
corresponding set of weights ( 17 , 71 , 17 , 17 , 17 , 27 ). Our single-model results are on par with top
3% rankings on the Kaggle leaderboard, where model ensembles are allowed.
When validating on CQ500, we only took the maximum predicted probabilities of all
slices as the scan-level result and compared the performance to the random-forest-based
method proposed by Qure.ai in (Chilamkurthy et al., 2018). Table 2 reports the classification performances in terms of AUC (Area Under Curve) of our 2 models on CQ500 in
comparison with the original method. It is noteworthy that despite the data distribution
shift and not being optimized for the scan-level prediction task, our models still generalize
very well and outperform that of (Chilamkurthy et al., 2018) by large margins.
Models
ResNet-50
SE-ResNeXt-50

Weighted Log Loss
0.05289
0.05218

Table 1: Performance on the private test set of the RSNA ICH Detection challenge.
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